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‘This book compiles insightful essays and interviews concerning the work of

one of the most innovative and particular narrative filmmakers of our time—

Claire Denis. I feel so lucky to have this remarkable body of films accessible to

my consciousness! THANK YOU CLAIRE DENIS.’

Jim Jarmusch, Film Director

‘Claire Denis’s films are unequalled in contemporary cinema in their political

rigour, sensitivity, artistic verve and sheer sensuality. This beautiful, exploratory

book responds to these films through interviews with the director and her

collaborators, photographs and tributes and through a series of coruscating

critical essays from the finest writers in the field.’

Emma Wilson, Professor of French Literature and the Visual Arts, Cambridge
University

‘Marjorie Vecchio has put together a stunning volume, full of intellectual verve

and breathtaking insight that throws light on the work and critical impact of

Claire Denis. Unpretentious yet spot on in terms of philosophical framing, the

contributions will occupy a central place in the ever-growing archives of film

criticism and the theoretical soundtrack that accompany every screening of our

ability to think.’

Avital Ronell, Professor in the departments of Germanic Languages and
Literature and Comparative Literature, New York University
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Preface
Marjorie Vecchio

The self is the least of it.

Let our scars fall in love.

Galway Kinnell

from Dear Stranger Extant in Memory by the Blue Juniata

Since 1988, the year of her first film premiere, filmmaker Claire Denis has

grown to become a leader in contemporary cinema. Born in France but raised

throughout Africa until the age of fourteen, Denis assisted directors such as

Wim Wenders and Jim Jarmusch before writing and directing her own work.

However fascinating her personal story, it is through her films that we can

imagine the world as uniquely as she does. The best description I have seen of

Claire Denis’s work is by someone not writing about her at all. American poet

Ann Lauterbach wrote two essays describing what she calls the ‘whole fragment’,

first in her 2002 book, The Night Sky: Writings on the Poetics of Experience, and

in 2007, for the exhibition catalogue Whole Fragment, presented by Sheppard

Fine Arts Gallery. Combined, these essays present a mindful conceptualisation

of Denis’s success.

The whole fragment brings the near into the proximity of here . . .Reason’s

rapture is the goal, annealed as it always is to curiosity: a kind of following

through and around the boundaries of the already known . . . I like to think

that all our experiences are, or can be, whole fragments, in the sense that what

happens to you and what happens to me, our voyage of incidents, exposures,

conversations, touches, and signals, shared between us but which, in the ensuing

episodes of our several lives, are subsequently taken up either as part of our
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whole fragment historicizes the intimacy of gesture, the singular node that finds

succor in the gesture before and the gesture to come. It finds meaning in

the interlocking precision of seams; it attends to the preposition . . .The whole

fragment configures the ‘it’ into it is.

A film by Claire Denis does not complete into a presumptuous whole but rather

exists as gesture and tone – as the type of ‘whole fragment’ described so elegantly

previously by Lauterbach in her exhibition catalogue essay, ‘A Blade of Grass:

On theWhole Fragment’. The films are akin to the presentation of details rather

than the digestion of a finished story simply waiting to end. Characters are

not sacrificed or dominated by dialogue or storyline, which means we also

never know the whole story because there is not one; the films only end

by conjuring more questions. It is not her intention to be illusive but rather

to straightforwardly present how life actually works: her films are filled with

images of quiet communication and miscommunication between people, stories

that are told by tracing the daily life of characters, which in turn expose how

relational our movements are. Thus to compare any of her films to wholeness

would be the denial of life force: Denis’s films are instead about subsistence. In

the following pages you will read what makes Lauterbach’s notion of the whole

fragment so pertinent to Claire Denis’s work and so contemporary to our times.

A variety of voices will describe why her films matter, covering a broad range

of topics from her process to the place of her work in (or out of ) film history.

From the beginning, Claire Denis has created film after film that exposes

the cracks between identity, circumstance and action. She has a disconcerting

skill for telling one story, which in turn tells other stories. With a Chekhovian

style, whereby events often happen offstage or somewhere other than within

the cinematic narrative, for Denis, each work is a Trojan Horse pushed into

the heart of contemporary globalism and globalization, eroding the slim barriers

between the two concepts. Hidden in the belly of a Claire Denis film is the

truth that all the scholarship and governing of identity politics and socialisation

is nothing in the face of simple human interaction, regardless of how small

those interactions may be – a glance, a gesture, a conversation, a decision.

In her work, dynamics change subtly, even if the plot features shocking or

grandiose events. In any given film, you will witness the authentic intersection

of people, landscape, music, animals, urban space, war, food, work, authority,

sex, government and family – this is where the content quietly occurs in her

narratives, more than through obvious plot or storyline.

Denis’s films are about philosophy and politics as much as they are about film

and art. They are not didactic; rather, they present examples for the viewer to

witness and question. Through an understanding of cinema’s formal potential,
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PREFACE

her films prompt us to question how we live, both as individuals and as part

of an indefinable social community, where the rules and their scale are not

always clear, natural or humane. Her work constantly pushes the concept of

personal agency against the boundaries of unquestioned allegiance, nationalism,

stupidity, innocence and multi-culturalism. Her images are elegant and tangible,

raw and bold, or reserved and frightening – and always passionately expose the

most complicated circumstances of being alive: immigration, illness, family life,

jealousy and survival.

This book aims to display and challenge the questions presented in the films

of Claire Denis. It is divided into two sections: the first part is composed

of interviews and the second of essays. The interview section is crucial in

order to understand Denis’s career model: she continuously collaborates with

a regular assortment of actors, editors, cinematographers and composers. The

essay section is dedicated to new writings by a diversity of scholars from across

the globe, some of whom have written extensively about Denis elsewhere and

others by those new to the field. The subtitle of the book, ‘Intimacy on the

Border’, speaks to the content within Denis’s filmmaking form. The borders

touched upon in her films include intimate ones such as between children and

parents, siblings, neighbours, strangers, old friends and lovers – individuals who

are always encircled by larger, and oftentimes powerful, borders such as class,

race, country, gender, age, politics and land. Being encircled by so many borders

is our human plight, yet Denis never falsely assimilates the incongruities between

people’s experiences; instead her films hint at co-existence within difference –

possibly without resolve or surrender but at least with stability and respect.

There are writers missing from this book who ought be here: some were

invited but were engaged with other projects; others missed during the book’s

development. Denis’s body of work continues to grow. Her 2013 film The

Bastards premiered at Cannes Film Festival just before we went to press. In order

to cement her importance in cinema history, her films deserve more serious

scholarly attention. I would like to thank the following people for making this

one possible: all the contributors and interviewees for their utmost patience in

a lengthy process, Kirsten Johnson and Alissa Surges for excellent copy-editing,

translators Nathalie Le Galloudec and Anna Moschovakis, Martine Beugnet and

Judith Mayne for their seminal books, Rémi Fontanel and Sébastien David for

their Denis book, Jean-Luc Nancy, Wim Wenders and Heidi Frankl, Stuart

Staples, Dickon Hinchliffe, Dan Oggly of Tindersticks Management, Lucie

and Pauline of Why Not Productions, Hendrik Speck, Jean Goldsmith, Zoé

Zurstrassen, Noël Véry, David Sorfa and Douglas Morrey of Film-Philosophy,

Mahen Bonetti of the New York City African Film Festival, Jackie Brookner,

Lydia Davis, Avital Ronell, Stefanie Koseff, Jim Jarmusch and Carter Logan,

Emma Wilson, Yves Cape, Joan Goldin, William L. Fox, Carina Black,
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Wendy Ricco, my former staff at Sheppard Gallery, Wolfgang Schirmacher

and the European Graduate School for deeply influencing my life and the

initial inspiration for this book, Hannah Israel and Columbus State University’s

Visiting Artists and Scholars Residency Program, which supported this project

from the beginning, Isabelle Favre, my parents Joseph and Diane Vecchio for

everything from A to Z, my editors at I.B.Tauris, Philippa Brewster, Anna

Coatman, Lisa Goodrum, and of course, Claire Denis.
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1 Claire Denis with crew on the set ofWhite Material
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Forward: ‘Klärchen’
Wim Wenders

I was waiting for my new assistant in Houston.

I had worked on the script for Paris, Texas with Sam Shepard,

(well, it was called Motel Chronicles then . . . )

I had traveled huge parts of the American West on my own

in preparation for the film

and now it was about time to start prepping it for real.

The project was a German–French co-production,

to be shot entirely in the US,

by an almost all-European crew.

An enterprise unheard of at the time.

Some sort of guerilla filmmaking, in hindsight . . .

My French co-producer had determined

that she had found the perfect assistant for this task

to guide us safely through this journey into unknown territory:

A young woman by the name of Claire Denis . . .

I had not met her before.

I didn’t even know what she looked like.

She showed up one morning at the hotel in downtown Houston.

We walked towards each other, a bit awkwardly.

Were we going to speak French together

or would English be the language of choice here in Texas?

My future assistant was smaller than I had anticipated.

‘Frail’ would be the right word.

xix
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with curious, wide-awake eyes under short blond hair.

Was she up for this tough job?

Maybe my eyes showed what I thought.

She smiled shyly . . .

Only time would tell.

Well, time did tell!

I can safely say that Claire single-handedly pulled this film through.

She steered it through thick and thin.

When the teamsters discovered us

and found out that most of our European crew members

worked on tourist visas

they forced us to employ a dozen drivers.

Our alternative was terrifying: to be thrown out of the country.

End of the film!

We had to accept the deal they offered

which took a huge chunk out of our budget.

Claire had to shorten the shooting schedule from eight weeks

down to six, then to five . . .

That alone would have scared the shit out of anybody.

Claire was fearless.

We ran out of script after the first two weeks.

(Sam Shepard was supposed to stay with us during the shoot

and write the second half of the film as we were gong along.

But then he fell in love with Jessica Lange

and decided to play opposite her in a film called Country.

That was shot a thousand miles away.

I had lost my writer . . . )

We had to interrupt the shoot and send the crew home.

Everybody was gone except for Claire.

The two of us sat in a crummy hotel in Hollywood

and tried to figure out how this film could possibly continue.

She got us out of this hole, too.

With Claire’s help I managed to write a story and ship it to Sam

who would write dialogue overnight

and dictate it to me way after midnight.

(This was in the age before internet or fax machines . . . )
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We continued the shoot, after all.

Claire was relentless.

When we had actually finished principal photography

we had totally run out of money

but we still needed a few extra scenes and travel shots.

So we shot a last week with a team so reduced

that apart from Robby Müller, my cameraman, and me,

Claire fulfilled practically all other functions.

We paid all the bills on my credit cards until they were busted.

In the end we literally had to stop eating.

(Well, almost.)

Claire was the unsung hero of this whole adventure.

I could not have done Paris, Texas without her!

Her strength and perseverance

were in reverse proportion to her physical size.

Little had I known on that first encounter . . .

She even surpassed the heroic efforts of our first collaboration

when we teamed up a couple of years later

for what was going to becomeWings of Desire.

To even think about doing an entire film without a script . . .

I would not have dared approaching a project like that

if I hadn’t known I was going to be backed up by Klärchen.

(That was Claire’s name by then.)

We actually made this film with the help of a big wall in my office.

One side was covered with photographs

of my favorite places from all over the city.

The other half was a whole bunch of cards

with loosely sketched ideas for all sorts of scenes.

Our heroes were guardian angels

and there were countless story possibilities

that could be explored by our invisible characters.

Well, there wasn’t much of a plot, anyway.

We really made this film like you would write a poem:

every day we would add a new line

not knowing what the next day would bring.
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trying to figure out where this journey was taking us.

One night, deep into our shoot already,

we even dreamed up a new character: an ex-angel.

And the miraculous happened:

that very night we found the actor for it

and he even agreed on the phone to do it,

laughing his heart out about such a preposterous proposition

to come from LA to Berlin to play the unwritten part

of a former guardian angel now turned human: Peter Falk.

My own guardian angel on this film was Claire.

She was both the assistant in the American sense of the profession

that she would lead the shoot like a military operation,

and in a more European tradition

she shared all creative issues, fears and dreams with me.

There was no way to follow up on these two experiences.

And one thing was clear:

Claire was more than ready to make her own films.

It would have been a waste to let her continue

working as an assistant director.

I am proud that I was able to help (a bit)

that she could go (back) to Africa

and start her directing career with the masterpiece

that Chocolat turned out to be.

The rest is history.

And this book will hopefully throw many new lights

on the amazing director that Klärchen became,

a path she carved out all on her own,

and that didn’t owe much to her first career

as the greatest first assistant (not only) I ever had.
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2 Claire Denis and Cécile Ducasse on the set of Chocolat
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